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Learning Goal:
In this workshop, you will learn how to interview customers 

effectively for SNAP and TANF. We’ll share the Why, When, and How
of interviewing, along with best-practice techniques for interview 
preparation, building rapport, and gathering the information you 

need from the customer.



Interview Waivers End June 1, 2024

 Some agencies opted to make use of the Post-PHE Interview 
Waiver in effect beginning June 1, 2023.

 This included a waiver of SNAP interviews and TANF renewal 
interviews. See the April 18, 2023 Broadcast on Fusion.

 These waivers are ending June 1, 2024 for all localities.

 The VaCMS Interview screen will return to the former 
functionality beginning June 1, 2024. Auto-denials will be 
restored according to SNAP and TANF guidance.



The Why: Purpose



Interview? YES! When?
List sometimes an interview is conducted?



5 Steps to Harvest the Seeds
Interviewing Tools



5 Steps

1.    Preparation

2.   Opening

3.   Conducting

4.   Concluding

5.   Follow-up



1. Preparation: to get the Harvest
Harvesting



Know your 
program 
guidance.

Review 
Information 
Provided by 
the 
customer.



Craft the questions about what you need for 
eligibility.

Have the documents ready to discuss and or 
send.

Harvesting:



Prepare

Prepare to give your undivided 
attention

Prepare your interview space

Consider possible outcomes



Preparing your space



The Grand opening :

Going in to get my harvest



Build Rapport as you 
Conduct: 
(getting the harvest)

 Greet with a smile
(Yes, on the phone too!)
 Make the customer feel 

comfortable talking to 
you

 Introduce yourself and 
call them by name

 Engage in a bit of small 
talk



Conducting 
The art of removing the harvest



You have some explaining to do 
Pruning the harvest



Use sensitivity and tact 
Gently remove the harvest

UseUse
• Use the Golden rule: Treat people like you 

want to be treated

Recognize and eliminateRecognize and eliminate
• Recognize and eliminate barriers

AcknowledgeAcknowledge
• Acknowledge that attitudes toward 

authority can influence interactions

GiveGive
• Give verbal as well as written instructions

Don't rushDon't rush
• Don't rush the process



Concluding the 
Interview process 
Pulling the harvest



Follow up 
Preparing the harvest for the table



Thank You!
 Happy Interviewing…


